Application: Use Type T anchor assemblies on the trailing end of guardrail runs, located outside of the clear zone of opposing traffic. The assembly is 10'-6" long, none of which can be considered the length of need for the guardrail run.

Material: See SCD MGS-4.2 for parts used on this anchor, including the Type 2 BCT BreakAway Post, Steel Ground Foundation Tube, Bearing Plate, Cable Anchor, Bracket Assembly, and Rounded W-Beam End Section.

Bearings Plates are ASTM A500 Grade 36. Steel Ground Foundation Tube shall be ASTM A500, Grade B, and meet CMS 707.01, all angles, channels and plates shall meet CMS 711.01. All structural steel shall be galvanized as specified in CMS 711.03. All bolt washers indicated are standard galvanized steel of the appropriate size.

For components on this anchor that are not detailed on SCD MGS-4.2, see part descriptions in the AASHTO/MCI/ARTBA Standardized Hardware Guide.

Payment: All equipment, labor and materials, including the W-Beam Rounded End Section and the Steel Ground Foundation Tube, shall be included in the unit price bid for Item 606 - Anchor Assembly, MGS Type T, Each.

Payment Limits for Item 606: MGS Type T Anchor Assembly
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- 12 gauge W-Beam Terminal Rail
- Type 2 BCT BreakAway Post
- Steel Ground Foundation Tube
- Bearing Plate
- Cable Anchor
- Bracket Assembly
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